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In the same way, wisdom is sweet to your soul. If you find it, you will have 

a bright future, and your hopes will not be cut short. 
 

Proverbs 24:14  
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Introduction to Year 9 
 

Year 9 is an important year in the development of your child’s education. For many, it is a year 
where the curriculum becomes more challenging and prepares those considering the ATAR 
pathway, while others will have the curriculum modified to suit their learning level. Students will be 
given more choice when it comes to choosing their subjects. These changes can impact students 
in different ways and it is therefore important for Year 9 students to be organised and establish a 
routine for the completion of work both at school and at home. Homework levels will increase, 
however exam length will remain the same. 
 
The school week will contain 35 periods, with students attending Form at the beginning and end of 
the day. Year 9 looks similar to Year 8, whereby students will continue to spend the majority of 
their week studying MESH subjects, while also studying Health and Physical Education and ACE. 
The big point of difference is the elective lines which expand to 4 double periods in place of 2 
double periods from Year 8 as well as Languages and Information Technology no longer being 
mandated subjects. Electives become year-long and explore more areas of The Arts and 
Technologies, while also offering other areas of study. Students will be given a few weeks at the 
start of Term 1 to move between them, before locking in to the course for the remainder of the 
year. The timetable is detailed below: 
 

SUBJECTS PERIODS PER WEEK 

Mathematics  6 

English 6 

Science 5 

Humanities and Social Sciences (HASS) 5 

Applied Christian Education (ACE) 2 

Health Education 1 

Physical Education 2 

Elective Subjects  8 (4 double periods) 

Total 35 
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Compulsory Subjects 

 

Applied Christian Education (ACE) 
Applied Christian Education is aimed at the development 
of the students’ understanding of the Christian faith. 
Students are given opportunity to participate in a variety 
of approaches including games, object lessons, guest 
speakers, group discussions, stories, movies and film 
clips. 
 
Students are encouraged to participate whole-heartedly in the 
program and there is opportunity for both individual and group involvement in the 
various activities. Students are free to ask questions and to seek answers without fear of ridicule.  
All students are asked to respect the opinions and decisions of others around them.  

 

Mathematics 

The Year 9 Mathematics course formalises and significantly extends the Algebra strand covered in 
Year 8, as well as introducing the topics of Pythagoras’ Theorem and trigonometry. A greater 
emphasis is placed on applications and problem solving during this year. Extended content is given 
to the Year 9A (advanced) class to prepare students for the Year 10A Mathematics course. 
 

• In Number and Algebra, students will solve problems involving simple interest. Topics like 
index laws, algebra and linear relations will be expanded. Students in Year 9A Mathematics 
will describe compound interest as repeated simple interest and learn new topics, such as 
surds and quadratics algebra. 

• In Measurement and Geometry, students will interpret ratio and scale factors in similar 
figures and explain the similarity of triangles. Finding area, volume and surface area will be 
revisited. The topic of trigonometry to find unknown sides of right-angled triangles will be 
introduced. 

• In Statistics and Probability, students will calculate relative frequencies to estimate 
probabilities and list outcomes for two-step experiments. They will compare techniques for 
collecting data from primary and secondary sources, construct different plots, and make 
sense of the position of the mean and median in skewed, symmetric and bi-modal displays. 

 
The three different streams within two separate classes are designed to cater all students with 
different mathematical abilities. High achieving students will be challenged both inside and outside 
the classroom. There will be opportunities to participate in competitions, such as the Australian 
Mathematics Competition (AMC), the Kangorou Sans Frontieres (KSF) Competition and the 
Computational Algorithmic and Thinking (CAT) Competition. After-school tutoring is offered to 
students once a week for all those needing more support.  
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English 
Year 9 English course aims to continue to develop skills in communication and understanding of 
language. Students will refine the skills learned in Year 8 and extend their knowledge through the 
study of more sophisticated ideas and texts. The study of various novels and films will allow students 
to increase their understanding of structure and language and how these are used to create meaning 
within various texts. 
 
Students will study a varied range of texts such as autobiographies, advertising, inspirational and 
motivational texts (both written and oral), Indigenous texts, poetry and classical literature. The aim 
of the course is to extend the students’ understanding of the techniques used by authors to engage 
with their audience. 
 
Some of the texts studied or referred to are: 

• Illegal 
• Autobiographical extracts 
• Trash 
• A Christmas Carol (both written and visual interpretations) 

 
By the end of Year 9, students should have an understanding of how to use a variety of language 
features to create different levels of meaning in their own writing. This will stimulate their ability to 
respond to various issues both in writing and speech and help students to position and influence 
an audience. Students should be able to analyse and explain how the use of images, vocabulary 
and language create meaning in various texts.  
 
Students will engage in a variety of tasks, both written and oral, that will extend their ability and 
enable them to enact what they have learnt in the unit itself. Students will be expected to complete 
activities that are researched and planned as well as perform impromptu tasks. 
 
Finally, one lesson per week is allocated to reading in the Library. Reading for many students is 
something they enjoy but struggle to find time for in high school, yet many studies offer proof that 
continuing to read benefits the development of mind. Benefits attributed to reading are things such 
as: increased vocabulary, improved recognition of patterns in language, strengthening of memory 
and resilience, and exposure to new ideas and critical thinking. Our English teachers will also use 
this time to target and build key skills relating to developing conceptual understandings in 
preparation for later years of study.   
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Science 

The Year 9 Western Australian Science Curriculum aims to build upon the knowledge, skills and 
experience gained from Years 7 and 8. The program endeavours to provide opportunities for 
students to engage in the basic principles of science learning. These principles fall under four 
headings, namely Biology, Chemistry, Earth and Space, and Physics. 
 

• In Biology, students develop further understanding of living things. They will explore the 
body systems such as the respiratory, circulatory, digestive, nervous and excretory 
systems, and how they work together to maintain a functioning body. They will investigate 
the changes in ecosystems when dealing with internal and external factors.   

• In Chemistry, students develop their understanding of the composition and behaviour of 
substances. They will focus on the concept of atoms and chemical reactions.   

• In Earth and Space, the concepts developed are concerned with Earth’s dynamic structure 
and its place in the cosmos. Students will look at the theory of plate tectonics which 
explains global patterns of geological activity and continental movement.   

• In Physics, students obtain understanding of the nature of forces, motion, matter and 
energy. They will use wave and particle models to explain energy transfer through different 
mediums. Different forms of energy will be considered, including sound, light, heat and 
electricity.  

 
Throughout their study, students are encouraged to 
be aware of safety and to work confidently with 
equipment in the Science laboratory. Students will be 
responsible for the conduct of experiments from the 
planning stages through to the recording of data, 
which should help to develop students’ confidence, 
teamwork and leadership skills.  
 
Students are also encouraged to extend their options 
for gathering and communicating scientific information. 
They will make use of scientific terms, use charts, 
diagrams, graphs and symbols to record their findings.  
There is also opportunity to use information technology to research, record and organise scientific 
information. 
 
High achieving students will be given an opportunity to participate in the Big Science competition. 
Students who need additional support will have the option to attend the after-school tutoring once a 
week to catch up on their study.   
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Humanities and Social Sciences 

In Year 9, Humanities and Social Sciences consists of Civics and Citizenship, Economics and 
Business, Geography and History. Students develop increasing independence in critical thinking 
and skill application, which includes questioning, researching, analysing, evaluating, 
communicating and reflecting. They apply these skills to investigate events, developments, issues 
and phenomena, both historical and contemporary.  
 

• In Civics and Citizenship, students examine the role of 
key players in the political system; politicians, political 
parties and other interest groups. They will examine the 
way citizens’ decisions are shaped and influenced during 
an election campaign and how a government is formed. 
Students investigate how Australia's court system works 
in support of a democratic and just society.  

• In Economics and Business, students are introduced to 
the concepts of specialisation and trade. They examine 
the connections between consumers, businesses and 
government, both within Australia and with other 
countries, through the flow of goods, services and 
resources in a global economy. Students will also look 
at financial risks with regards to investments and 
scams.  

• Continuing to develop student’s knowledge of our 
interconnected world, in Geography, students will 
examine the spread of ideas, people and products across the 
world. Specifically, students will examine world biomes and their links to food production, 
moving onto investigating hunger and food security in the world. Tourism, trade and other 
methods of interconnection will also be studied.  

• Two historical depth studies will be completed examining the emergence of the early 
modern world from the Industrial Revolution through to World War I. They will consider how 
new ideas, movements of people (including new methods of punishment such as 
transportation) and technological developments contributed to change in this period, and 
the events of and significance of World War I. 

 
Students will also take part in the Australian Geography Competition, undertake a historical and 
geographical study of Fremantle and Fremantle Prison, visit the Perth Law Courts and depending 
on availability, meet with and learn from Andrew Hastie MP, federal member for Canning, about 
the role of MPs and political parties in parliament and elections.  
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Physical Education 

The Year 9 course in Physical Education offers a range of activities to assist students to approach 
physical fitness in a positive manner. These activities involve an array of motor skills to aid 
students learning across a variety of sports. One of the primary aims of the course is to promote 
and improve participation levels and enjoyment of regular physical activity amongst the students. 
The course also places an emphasis on developing self-management skills, which includes 
personal organisation, attitude, team-work, ethics in sport and leadership skills. 
 
Assessments in this course are based on student achievement of prescribed outcomes in skill-
based and theory-based components. Theoretical components form a minority weighting of the 
course and will include elements such as:   

• characteristics of fair play and ethics in sport 
• basic understanding of kinematic terms such as projectile motion 
• health and skill related components of fitness 
• understanding of tactical skills in competitive play 

 
Skill-based assessments form a majority weighting of the course and will include assessment 
across a variety of sports within the year. Each year, all year groups will participate in the three 
main carnival sports, being swimming, cross-country and athletics. To complement these sports, 
each year group will then cover a variety of other sports. Sports are selected to ensure each year 
group has a selection of striking, evasion and net-wall sports. 
 
There are opportunities for Year 9 students to participate in sporting activities beyond their normal 
classes. The central focus of these activities are Swimming, Cross Country and Athletics for Inter-
House an Inter-school Carnivals. Students may also have the opportunity to participate in other 
College sporting events such lightening carnivals which are inclusive of sports such as basketball, 
netball, soccer and football. 
 
 

Health Education 

Year 9 students further their study of health-related issues and engage in some very practical 
health awareness topics. 
 
Topics include: 

• Alternative therapies 
• First Aid 
• Relationships and identity 
• Risk-taking 
• Cyber-safety 

                                             
Students are assessed through a variety of in-class and take-home tasks, with being practical and 
others theoretical in nature. Students are expected to actively participate in class discussions to 
help them make informed decisions regarding their own health and the wellbeing of others around 
them. The course emphasises the need to apply acquired knowledge and skills to everyday 
choices and attitudes. 
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Elective Subjects 

 

Chinese 

In Year 9, students will continue developing skills in Chinese they started in Year 8. This year, the 
emphasis switches to more complex content and practical activities through reading, listening, 
speaking and writing tasks. Students studying Chinese may enter the statewide speaking or writing 
competitions and participate in the Year 9 Cultural Day. This is an annual event organised by the 
Chinese Language Teacher’s Association of Western Australia. The Year 9 Day is an event which 
offers a day of language and cultural activities for Chinese language students to promote and 
celebrate the learning of Chinese. 

Apart from the curriculum, students in Austin Cove Baptist College, taking Chinese, also get the 
opportunities to immerse themselves in abundant cultural experiences. Cultural aspects of Chinese 
are delivered in an engaging and innovative manner involving things such as: 

• an excursion to the Confucius Institute at UWA 
• cooking Chinese cuisine 
• watching educational videos 
• listening to music  
• making artefacts (e.g. lanterns, kites, dragon boats, Chinese martial arts, Chinese 

paintings/ calligraphy) as some examples.  
 
 

Dance 

Year 9 Dance is a fun, non-threatening and exciting environment for 
students to further their love of dance, exploring a range of dance 
genres and styles. Students will learn the elements of dance (Body, 
Energy, Space, Time) and how to use these elements in both 
choreography and performance. 
 
Students will investigate the historical and cultural influences of 
dance, as well as safe dance practices. With a focus on 
choreography and performance, students will acquire skills in 
design (e.g. multimedia) and how it can enhance performance. 
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Drama 

In Year 9 Drama, students’ skills are further developed in 
movement and voice. Students will learn the difference between 
Presentational and Representational Theatre, creating characters 
appropriate to each style through the development of emotion, 
expression, gesture and movement. In this course, students will 
study and analyse existing drama as well as write and perform 
their own scripts.  
 
Students will learn how to integrate technical elements (i.e. set, 
costume, sound and lighting design) to convey dramatic meaning 
and engage audiences through performance. Students will also 
learn to interpret and evaluate their own drama and the drama of 
others. 
 
 

Financial Literacy 

Do you want to become a millionaire, a deca-millionaire or would you just like the freedom to work 
because you enjoy it? A person’s financial wealth stems from the decisions they make from the 
day they receive their first pay check. 

Financial literacy is something that affects everyone, but it is rarely taught in the curriculum. 
Through this course, students will explore the basic principles behind the most common financial 
decisions people in Australia make today. The course will look at developing a financial plan that 
will help students accumulate wealth once they start receiving a consistent income. Through 
developing sound financial management skills, students will develop strategies that can serve them 
well in their adult life, helping to secure their financial future. 
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Food Science and Technology 

Food Science and Technology provides students with authentic learning challenges that foster 
curiosity, confidence, persistence, innovation, creativity, respect and cooperation. These attributes 
are necessary when using and developing solutions to make sense of complex ideas and 
relationships in all areas of learning. Through the practical application of Food Technologies, 
students develop dexterity and coordination through experiential activities. Food Technology 
motivates young people and engages them in a range of learning experiences that are transferable 
to family and home, constructive leisure activities, community contribution and the world of work. 
 
Year 9 Food Science and Technology focuses on 
producing food safely, making nutritional food 
choices and the impact on health. Students also 
discover Australian and International cooking and 
how migration to Australia has influenced and 
changed Australian eating habits and preferences. 
Students will also continue to learn about and 
practice different cooking processes and further 
their knowledge of sustainable food choices. 
 
 

History 

This course will vary its content from year to year to allow interested students to do History in both 
Year 9 and Year 10. Both History courses involve in-depth studies of a variety of societies, people, 
events and ideas to better understand how our world has been shaped. 
 
The Ancient History course will examine societies such as Ancient Egypt, Ancient Greece and 
Ancient Rome. Students will examine how these societies were organised, key events, ideas and 
individuals, and belief structures of these societies. As students move through their study of these 
societies, they will begin to see some of the common themes running through the various 
mythologies as societies interact and exchange ideas. 
 
Religion and the World looks examines how belief, faith and worldview have affected the course of 
history. Students will look at how worldview, ideology, religion, politics and power have led to war, 
violence, reform and social change. Students take a 1000 year journey through the Crusades, the 
Reformation and Wars of Religion, the abolition of slavery and through to religious conflicts in the 
20th and 21st Centuries. 
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Information Technology 

In both society and education today, students are increasingly exposed to and required to use 
various forms of technology. The Year 9 Information Technology course focuses on further 
developing students’ understanding and skills in computational thinking, previously introduced in 
previous years. Students have opportunities to analyse problems and design, implement and 
evaluate a range of solutions using technology.   
 
Students will learn the role of hardware and software in managing and storing data. They will be 
challenged to create a website and develop apps. They will create algorithms in the form of 
pseudocode and/or flow charts before they are introduced to computer programming. 
 
Introduction to Python is a major part of this course. Not only is Python a powerful and efficient 
programming language, it is also easy to use and has a well-connected and supportive community. 
It is used to build a lot of famous applications, such as YouTube, Google, Instagram and Spotify.   
 

 

International Food 

International Food will take students on a culinary journey 
around the world. It will incorporate and use similar skills and 
techniques as Food Science and Technology, while having a 
specific focus on introducing students to a variety of cultures, 
their food preparation techniques and tastes. Students will 
have opportunities to improve on and demonstrate their 
teamwork, innovation and creativity as they experience new 
ideas and share their creations.  
 
In previous years, students have studied and practiced cooking foods from countries 
including, China, Korea, India, France and Italy.  
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Materials Design and Technology: Textiles 

Textiles can inspire our artistic passion, as well as provide for our basic needs. They are an 
essential part of everyday life and provide a connection to our past, present and future. The aim of 
this course is to provide an opportunity for students to learn practical skills and techniques while 
developing their creativity. Students will undertake project-based work where they follow the design 
process to produce a sustainable solution for a preconceived need.  
 
Students will learn hand and machine sewing techniques and compile a sample journal which will 
showcase their understanding of selected materials, skills and techniques developed during this 
course. The techniques covered will feature predominantly in the focus areas selected for Year 9, 
being Apparel and Textile Art.   
 
An essential aspect of Textiles and Design is developing the ability to communicate ideas. 
Students will be working across curriculum to produce an item for a client. This will allow them to 
develop verbal, written and graphical communication skills, as well as provide an opportunity to 
acquire feedback which can be used to modify and improve their product. 
 
 

Materials Design and Technology: Wood 

During this course students will continue to develop skills, techniques and knowledge relating to 
the materials subject. Over the course of the year, students will be introduced to a new range of 
machines and be encouraged through creativity in their designs and learn new ways of 
representing their solutions. Students will develop a better understanding of different contexts and 
how to apply problem-solving skills. 
 
Aims: 

• Develop an understanding and 
knowledge of different types of 
materials. 

• Use the design process to solve 
problems 

• Learn how to use a range of hand and 
machine tools in a safe manner in 
order to achieve desired outcomes. 
 

This is a practically based course, however, 
students will be required to complete a 
number of written tasks to go with their 
practical work. Students will be assessed on 
design techniques, practical skills, produced solutions and related theory tasks. 
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Media and Photography 

In this course students are challenged to interpret 
and understand the many messages they receive 
everyday through the ever-expanding range of Media 
communications.   
Students will gain an awareness of the techniques 
used to sell and manipulate popular opinion and 
explore a range of disciplines used in shaping current 
culture. During the course, students will be challenged 
to decipher news and current affairs, and taught how to 
develop alternate readings of media texts.  

 
They will actively participate in the college radio station and are taught a range of skills to support 
this. Broadcast Production disciplines include Planning and Scripting, Studio and Field recording, 
Editing, Mixing, and Mastering. Advertising, Journalism, and Presentation skills will be developed 
in a collaborative and supportive environment. 
 
Students will also learn how to use cameras effectively and develop an insight into digital 
photography. The course will cover the principles of photography and camera use to ensure that 
students can utilise the basic automatic features of a camera and frame an image effectively. 
Photoshop will then be used to manipulate pictures and produce effective designs. 

 

Music 

In this subject, students will continue to develop their understanding of music theory and complete 
aural exercises. Students will commence with an introduction to the history of music genres. Music 
theory will include the reading of music ‘charts’, study of scales, arpeggios, basic music theory and 
vocal harmony.   
 
Students will engage in recording programs to create their own music. Students will have the 
opportunity to work in ‘cooperative learning groups’ to play instruments or work with computers.  
No previous music knowledge or experience is required. In Year 9, students are given further 
opportunities to develop music skills and knowledge when performing, composing and listening to 
music. Students rehearse and perform solo and ensemble music, developing technical skills and 
expression. As performers and audience members, they make observations and express opinions 
about a range of music. 
 
Throughout this unit, students have the 
opportunity to develop aspects of stage 
performance and music to be involved in one of 
the most powerful and exciting forms of theatre. 
Students will also work in music vocal groups to 
create, perform and record their own vocal 
creations. An understanding of vocal 
performance, stage awareness and presence, 
along with microphone technique will be 
undertaken by all students.  
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Outdoor Education 
Through interaction with the natural world, the Outdoor Education course aims to develop an 
understanding of our relationships with the environment, others and ourselves. The ultimate goal of 
the course is to contribute towards a sustainable world. 

 
The Outdoor Education course is based on practical experiences in the natural environment, with a 
focus on adventure, learning new skills, and exploration. Activities offered include surfing, body 
boarding, mountain biking, snorkelling, fishing and archery. As well as that, the course includes a 
mountain biking excursion to Langford Park in Jarrahdale, where students are able to explore the 
forest and sharpen their downhill mountain biking skills, and a snorkelling excursion to Point Peron, 
where students are able to explore the marine environment and see a wide variety of animals both 
above and below the water. 
 
Students will need to provide their own mountain 
bike, helmet, wide brimmed hat, snorkel, 
goggles, fins and rain jacket. They may also 
bring a wetsuit if they are prone to getting cold, 
although this is optional as water based 
activities are usually conducted in term one and 
four when the weather is warmer. Everyone is 
required to pass a fitness and swimming test at 
the start of the course before commencing water 
based activities. 
 
 

Physical Education Studies 

The Physical Education Studies elective is designed to be a non-compulsory pre-requisite to the 
Physical Education Studies ATAR and General courses. The course is divided into units consisting 
of potential Senior School sports of study: Basketball, Netball, Volleyball, Badminton and Touch 
Football. 

 
The program develops students’ understanding of the 
rules, skills, strategies and tactics involved in the selected 
sports. In addition, opportunity is provided to enhance 
knowledge of various roles involved in the sports, such as 
officiating, coaching and competition administration. 
 
The elective is heavily practical in nature, aimed at 
enabling students to learn specialised movement skills 
with increasing proficiency and success. Assessment 
consists of student demonstration of skill performance 
and coaching skills learned throughout the course. 
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Psychology 

Psychology, or the study of behaviour and mental processes, affects each of us every day. 
Understanding our mind and the mind of others will give students a rich understanding of the 
society around them, different cultures, abnormal and exceptional thinking and give insight into 
their own behaviours. Whether students are intending on taking the Psychology elective to pursue 
further studies in ATAR or University, or simply wanting to better understand their mind and 
wellbeing, this course will be an excellent way to enrich and extend their studies.  
 
 

Visual Arts 

Students in Year 9 Visual Arts will further their drawing skills by 
learning to capture more intricate details as well as recognising 
variances in tone, allowing drawing to be more realistic. In the 
design process, students will use the art elements and 
principles to make artistic choices for their designs. Students 
will be learning how to effectively use Visual Arts language 
when analysing relevant artwork and investigating specific 
artists. Students will produce written essays to express their 
analysis and interpretation of other artist’s works. 
 
Through researching and learning about Artists such as 
Georgie O’Keeffe and Nathan Ferlazzo, students will use their 
creativity and design skills to create resolved production pieces. 
The two main pieces will be an acrylic painting on canvas in 
Semester 1 and a large scale pen and watercolour drawing in 
Semester 2.  
 
 

The aim of this course is for students to refine the skills required in both the practical and 
theoretical elements of the course and to do so using hands-on approach to allow them to enjoy 
themselves as they explore their creativity. 
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Contact Information 
 
For further information regarding pathways and subject choices, please contact: 

Deputy Principal (Curriculum) – Mr Kea Levison – klevison@acbc.wa.edu.au 

 

Or the relevant Head of Department: 

English and Languages: Mrs Kellie King – kking@acbc.wa.edu.au 

Health and Physical Education: Mr Aled Price – aprice@acbc.wa.edu.au 

Humanities and Social Sciences: Mr Jason Devereux – jdevereux@acbc.wa.edu.au 

Mathematics and Science: Dr Jimmi Phangestu – jphangestu@acbc.wa.edu.au 

The Arts: Mrs Lisa McCormack – lmccormack@acbc.wa.edu.au 
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